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15 years of experience Regional Truck Driver as a in the Auto/Diesel Field CDL A with
endorsements (doubles/triples, tankers), 24months OTR exp. Reliable, Honest,
Dependable Independent, Hard work Ethic Skilled in the use of standard shop
equipment, as well as: Cummins Insight Caterpillar Interface Allison Doc Mig and
Stick welders Plasma cutters Brake lathes Alignment machine Tire Machine/ Tire
Balancer.

EXPERIENCE
Regional Truck Driver I
ABC Corporation - APRIL 2013 – SEPTEMBER 2013
 Operated an Eighteen wheeled vehicle on public and private roads
while traveling up to highway speeds adjusting as required for
construction and safety zones.
 Ensured proper driving route is mapped out for height and weight
regulations and restrictions to eliminate cargo or freight damage.
 Navigated into various different loading docks and ramps to pick up
and deliver goods across the country.
 Maintained logbooks and shipping order paperwork.
 Planned routes to get to and from a destination in the most efficient,
timely, and most of all in a safe manner.
 Performed pre-trip and post inspection on equipment every day.
 Operated Freightliner, 10 speed with a 53 ft.

Regional Truck Driver

Delta Corporation - 2011 – 2013









Drive 53 refrigerated trailers through Western Regional and include
Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Kentucky.
Have a clean driving record and criminal background as well.
Am looking for something local, and close to home.
Responsible for pickup and delivery for clients such as Linen and
Things, Shoe Carnival as well various other clients from state to state
that .
Was one of five on-time drivers for company.
Pick up and deliver loads in all 48 states Maintain DOT regulations.
pick up empty tanker trailer take to Gainesville load with sand and
bring back to plant in plant city.

EDUCATION


Diploma- 2015(Department of Army)
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SKILLS
Customer Relations, Transportation, Warehouse, Inventory Management, Written
Correspondence.
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